Abstract. Back projecting a computer animated face, onto a three dimensional static physical model of a face, is a promising technology that is gaining ground as a solution to building situated, flexible and human-like robot heads. In this paper, we first briefly describe Furhat, a back projected robot head built for the purpose of multimodal multiparty human-machine interaction, and its benefits over virtual characters and robotic heads; and then motivate the need to investigating the contribution to speech intelligibility Furhat's face offers. We present an audio-visual speech intelligibility experiment, in which 10 subjects listened to short sentences with degraded speech signal. The experiment compares the gain in intelligibility between lip reading a face visualized on a 2D screen compared to a 3D back-projected face and from different viewing angles. The results show that the audio-visual speech intelligibility holds when the avatar is projected onto a static face model (in the case of Furhat), and even, rather surprisingly, exceeds it. This means that despite the movement limitations back projected animated face models bring about; their audio visual speech intelligibility is equal, or even higher, compared to the same models shown on flat displays. At the end of the paper we discuss several hypotheses on how to interpret the results, and motivate future investigations to better explore the characteristics of visual speech perception 3D projected faces.
Introduction
During the last two decades, there has been on-going research and advancement in facial animation. Kopp et al. 2005 ). In addition to the human-like nonverbal behaviour implemented in these heads, research has also taken advantage of the strong relation between lip movements and the speech signal, building talking heads that can enhance speech comprehension when used in noisy environments or as a hearing aid (Massaro, 1998; Salvi et al. 2009 ).
Several talking heads are made to represent personas embodied in 3D facial designs (referred to as ECAs, Embodied Conversational Agents (Cassel et al. 2000) ) simulating human behaviour and establishing interaction and conversation with a human interlocutor. Although these characters have been embodied in human-like 3D animated models, this embodiment has almost always been displayed using two dimensional display (e.g. flat screens, wall projections, etc.) having no shared access to the three dimensional environment where the interaction is taking place. 2D displays come with several illusions and effects, such as the Mona Lisa gaze effect. For a review on these effects, refer to (Todorovi, 2006) .
In robotics on the other hand, the accurate and highly subtle and complicated control of digital computer models (such as eyes, eye-lids, wrinkles, lips, etc.) does not easily map onto mechanically controlled heads. Such computer models require very delicate, smooth, and fast control of the motors, appearance and texture of a mechanical head. In addition to that, mechatronic robotic heads, in general, are significantly heavier, noisier and demand more energy and maintenance compared to their digital counterpart, while they are more expensive and exclusive.
To bring the talking head out of the 2D display, and into the physical situated space, we have built Furhat (Al Moubayed et al, 2012a) . Furhat is a hybrid solution between animated faces and robotic heads. This is achieved by projecting the animated face, using a micro projector, on a three dimensional plastic mask of a face. This approach has been shown to deliver accurate situated gaze that can be used in multiparty dialogue ( The question we address in this work is whether this solution comes with negative effects on the readability of the lips. Since the mask is static, jaw and lip movements are merely optical and might not be perceived as accurately as in a flat display due to that the physical surface they are projected onto (the jaw and lips) is not moving according to their movements. The other question is whether the contribution of the lip movements to speech intelligibility is affected by the viewing angle of the face. In 2D displays, the visibility of the lips is not dependent on the viewing angle of the screen (the location of the looker in relation to the screen), due to the Mona Lisa effect, and hence, if there is an optimal orientation of the face, it can be maintained throughout the interaction with humans, something that cannot be established with 3D physically situated heads.
Lip-Reading and Speech Perception -Evaluation of Furhat
One of the first steps in building a believable, realistic talking head is to animate its lips in synchrony with the speech signal it's supposed to be producing. This is done not only to enhance the illusion that the talking head itself is the source of the sound However, when it comes to Furhat: Furhat's plastic mask itself is static, although the projected image on Furhat is animated, the fact that the mask itself is static might introduce inconsistency and non-alignment between the projected image and the projection surface, and so the fact that the animated lips do contribute to speech perception does not need to naturally hold with Furhat. The following study presents an experiment comparing audiovisual speech intelligibility of Furhat against the same animated face that is used in Furhat but visualized on a traditional flat display.
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Lip-Reading Experiment
The setup used in this experiment introduces subjects to acoustically degraded sentences, where the content of the acoustic sentence is partially intelligible when listening only to the audio. The sentences are then enriched by a lip-synchronized talking head to increase their intelligibility. The sentences are presented in different experimental conditions (6 in total) and the perceived intelligibility of the sentence (the number of correct words recognized) is compared across conditions. In the experiment, the audiovisual stimuli consisted of a collection of short and simple Swedish sentences, which vary in length between three to six words, with a basic everyday content. e.g., "Den gamla raven var slug" (The old fox was cunning).
The audio-visual intelligibility of each sentence was calculated as the number of words correctly recognized, divided by the number of content words in the sentence.
The speech files were force-aligned using an HMM aligner (Sjolander, 2003) to guide the talking head lip movement using the phonetic labelling of the audio file.
The audio signal was processed using a 2-channel noise excited vocoder (Shannon et al. 1995) to reduce intelligibility. This vocoder applies band-pass filtering and replaces the spectral details in the specified frequency ranges with white noise. The number of channels was decided after a pilot test to ensure an intelligibility rate between 25% and 75%, as to avoid any floor or ceiling recognition rate effects. The stimuli were grouped into a set of 15 sentences per group and every set was only used for one condition. The groups were randomly matched to the conditions for each speaker in order to avoid interaction effects between the sentence difficulty and the condition. As a result, each subject was introduced to all the conditions, but was never introduced to the same stimulus more than once. At the beginning of the experiment, one set was always used as training and only in audio mode, as to avoid any training effects during the experiment. During training, subjects were allowed to listen to the degraded audio file as many times as they wished, and feedback was given to them with the correct content of the audio sentence. Figure 2 shows snapshots of the stimuli associated with the conditions.
Conditions
Audio Only:
In the audio-only condition, subjects were listened to the acoustically degraded sentences without any visual stimuli. 2. Screen0°: Talking head on a flat screen viewed at 0° angle: In this condition, the animated face was presented to the subjects along with the acoustic signal. The subject is seated in front of the screen, looking straight at the talking head. The talking head in the screen is oriented to look frontal (0 degrees rotation inside the screen), and hence the name Screen0°. 3. Furhat0°: Furhat viewed at 0° angle: In this condition the sentences were presented to the subject with the animated model and back projected on Furhat. The subjects were seated frontal to Furhat. 4. Screen45°: Talking head on a flat screen viewed at 45° angle: This condition is identical to the Screen0° condition, except that the head is rotated 45° inside the screen. This condition is designed to compare the audio-visual intelligibility of the sentences with the condition Screen0° and Furhat45° (see further, condition 5). 5. Furhat45°: Furhat viewed at 45° angle: This condition is identical to Furhat0°, except that subjects were seated at a 45° from Furhat. The viewing angle is hence identical to the one in condition Screen45° (condition 3). This condition is meant to compare to Screen45° condition, except for the projection surface.
6. Video: In this condition, subjects were presented with the original video recordings of the sentences, viewed on the same flat display used to show the agent, and the size of the face was scaled to match the size of the animated face.
The conditions were systematically permutated among 10 normal hearing subjects, with normal or corrected to normal vision. All subjects were native speakers of Swedish. During the experiments, the subjects were introduced to all conditions but never to the same sentence twice. Since every condition contained 15 sentences, this resulted with 900 stimuli in total for the experiment (6 condition * 15 sentences * 10 subjects), with every condition receiving 150 sentence stimuli. Subjects were given a cinema ticket for their participation, and the experiment took ~25 minutes/ subject.
Analysis and Results
An ANOVA analysis was carried out on the sentence recognition rate (accuracy rate) as a dependent variable and the condition as an independent variable. The test shows a significant main effect [F(5)=21.890, p<.0001]. The mean accuracy for each condition is shows in Figure 3 , along with the standard error bars. A post-hoc LSD analysis was carried out to measure the significance values between the accuracy rates of each of the conditions. The p values for the conditions according to the means are shown in Table 1 . All other combinations not included in the table are significantly different from each other. The results firstly show that the Screen0 condition (and all other conditions), provide an audio visual intelligibility that is significantly higher than the audio condition alone. The results also show that there is no significant difference in the audiovisual intelligibility of the face being looked at either frontal or at a 45° (no significant difference between Screen0 and Screen45, or between Furhat0 and Furhat45). The results show that the Mona Lisa effect would not benefit the audio-visual intelligibility of the face using a flat over a spatially situated head, at least not between 0 and 45° rotation angles.
More importantly, the results show that there is no loss in the audio-visual intelligibility when using the Furhat's physically-static mask as a projection surface compared to using a flat screen, for either 0 or 45° viewing angles of the face. This shows that the Furhat robot head is a valid alternative to the screen in terms of lip readability, and would be a possible interface to aid human speech perception and comprehension. The more surprising finding is that Furhat, not only does not hinder the audio-visual intelligibility of the animated mask, but rather enhances it significantly over the flat display, and for both viewing angles (the rate is significantly higher for Furhat0 over Screen0, and for Furhat45 over Screen45).
Discussion & Conclusions
In the design of the Furhat mask, the details of the lips were removed and substituted by a smooth protruded curvature in order to not enforce a static shape of the lips. Because of this the size of the lips, when projected, is perceived slightly larger than the lips visualized on the screen. This enlargement in size might be the reason behind the increased intelligibility. Another possibility is that looking at Furhat is cognitively easier than looking at a flat display since it is spatially situated and more human-like than a virtual agent presented on a 2D screen. A main difference between interacting with a face shown on a 2D or 3D surface is that the 2D surface comes with the Mona Lisa effect. For our experiment, this means that the visibility of the face and lips to a subject standing straight in front of the screen or at an angle is the same, and hence if there is an optimal lip reading angle of a face, the face on a 2D screen can maintain that angle and guarantee optimal intelligibility. This is not the same with a 3D head (a physical object). Obviously, the visibility of the lips depends on where the onlooker is standing in relation to the face, and so if looking at the face with an angle is worse than looking at it straight frontal, this would introduce a variable intelligibility depending on the viewing angle. This is found to be the case when reading human lips. In (Erber, 1974) it was found that the lip-reading contribution drops down when looking beyond 45 degrees, but is not significantly different between 0 and 45 degree.
In conclusion, this study aimed at investigating the differences in audio-visual intelligibility (lip readability) of Furhat compared to its in-screen counterpart. The results are promising, and validate the suitability of the head as an alternative to animated avatars displayed on flat surfaces. The results also show that people benefit from Furhat in terms of lip reading significantly more than showing the same model on a flat display. This is indeed interesting, and motivates future work to investigate the sources of these differences.
